Thanks for checking out the EPO evaluation form! We'd very much like to know your thoughts about DES EPO projects.

The form is divided into several sections. There are four sections about specific outreach projects and some general questions at the end. The questionnaire is a bit long (filling out the whole form may take 20 minutes), but you don't have to complete the entire thing!

Thanks for your participation!
The EPO Committee

*Name:_____________________________________________________________

*Institution:________________________________________________________

*Email Address:____________________________________________________

*Current Position
☐ Graduate Student ☐ Postdoc ☐ Faculty/Professor ☐ Staff Scientist ☐ Other:

DE SOCIAL MEDIA (SM) PROJECTS

*What social media platforms do you use?  
Please select any that apply
☐ Facebook ☐ Twitter ☐ Instagram ☐ Snapchat ☐ None ☐ Other:

*Do you know where to find DES social media posts?  
☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ What's social media??

DE Thought for the Day (DEST4TD)

*Are you familiar with the DES Thought for the Day (DEST4TD) project?  
☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Yes, but I could use a refresher

**Investigator Note: If the participant indicated anything other than “Yes”, he/she was sent to an example DEST4TD.**

Check all that apply  
☐ I have contributed a DEST4TD ☐ I would contribute a DEST4TD
☐ I think DEST4TD is a worthwhile EPO initiative ☐ I think DEST4TD can be improved

T4TD Feedback  
Looking for inspiration - What do you think of the T4TD posts? Have you been asked to submit a T4TD? What would encourage you to participate in T4TD?

DEScientist of the Week

*Are you familiar with the DEScientist of the Week project?  
☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Yes, but I could use a refresher

**Investigator Note: If the participant indicated anything other than “Yes”, he/she was sent to an example DEScientist of the Week.**

Check all that apply  
☐ I have participated in DEScientist of the Week ☐ I would participate in DEScientist of the Week
☐ I think DEScientist of the Week is a worthwhile EPO project ☐ I think DEScientist of the Week can be improved

DEScientist of the Week (SoW) Feedback
Looking for inspiration - What do you think of SoW? Would you be willing to participate in SoW?

_____________________________________________________________

Would you like to continue to questions about The DArchive?

☐Sure!  ☐No thanks, I’d like to go to the final page.

**Investigator Note: As the DArchive is a longer project, we gave participants the opportunity to end the survey at this point.**

The DArchive
Are you familiar with The DArchive project?

☐ Yes, and I’ve read a post recently  ☐ Yes, but I haven’t read a post before
☐ No  ☐ Yes, but I could use a refresher

**Investigator Note: If the participant indicated anything other than “Yes, and I’ve read a post recently”, he/she was sent to an example DArchive Post.”**

Check all that apply

☐ I have submitted a DArchive summary  ☐ I would be willing to write a DArchive summary
☐ I think the DArchive is a worthwhile EPO project  ☐ I think the DArchive can be improved

The DArchive Feedback
Looking for inspiration - What do you think of The DArchive? Do you think the posted DArchives summarized the DES papers well? Would you be willing to write a DArchive summary?

_____________________________________________________________

Would you like to continue to questions about Dark Energy Detectives?

☐Sure!  ☐No thanks, I’d like to go to the final page.

**Investigator Note: As Dark Energy Detectives is a longer project, we gave participants the opportunity to end the survey at this point.**

Dark Energy Detectives (DED)
Are you familiar with The Dark Energy Detectives project?

☐ Yes  ☐ No  ☐ Yes, but I could use a refresher

**Investigator Note: If the participant indicated anything other than “Yes”, he/she was sent to an example Dark Energy Detectives.**

Check all that apply

☐ I have written a DED post  ☐ I would be willing to write a DED post
☐ I think the DED is a worthwhile DES project  ☐ I think DED can be improved

Dark Energy Detectives Feedback
Looking for inspiration - What would encourage you to write a post? Do you like the theme of the blog?

_____________________________________________________________

Last Few General Questions
You’re almost done!

*Have you received an email to participate in a DES EPO project? Did you participate? If not, what would inspire you to get involved? You can answer for one project in particular or several.

_____________________________________________________________

*Do you read the monthly EPO Newsletter? Do you find it useful? Do you think it can be improved?

_____________________________________________________________

*The EPO Committee is working to maintain a record of all DES EPO activity. Did you know you can record non-DES STEM outreach activity?

☐ Yes, and I have submitted a form  ☐ Yes, but I have not submitted the form
☐ No  ☐ No, I thought it was for only DES-specific events